Respiratory adverse event profiles in cystic fibrosis placebo subjects in short- and long-term inhaled therapy trials.
The frequency and nature of adverse events (AEs) are important safety endpoints in clinical trials of therapies for cystic fibrosis (CF) subjects, yet published tables of background AE rates in the CF population are not readily available. Our objective in this study was to produce tables of respiratory AE rates for placebo subjects (pediatric and adult) for inhaled therapy trials in CF subjects. Respiratory AE rates in inhaled therapy trials were computed by combining data on placebo subjects from early-phase dosing studies and middle/late-phase studies, where placebo consisted of 4 or 5 mL of inhaled saline solution. AE rates were computed as number of events divided by number of placebo-subject days of observation, and 95% confidence intervals were computed based on a Poisson model. AEs were categorized as both broad (e.g., respiratory, reactive airway disease) and specific (e.g., cough, chest tightness, hemoptysis). In short-term studies, respiratory AE rates (95% confidence interval) were 1.1(0.7, 1.6)/person-week and 1.0(0.7, 1.4)/person-week in pediatric and adult subjects, respectively. In long-term studies, respiratory AE rates were 1.7(1.6, 1.8)/person-month and 2.2(2.1, 2.3)/person-month in pediatric and adult subjects, respectively. Stepwise Poisson models were fit to determine if baseline covariates were important in predicting AE rates. Forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV(1)) percent of predicted and age in short-term studies, and FEV(1) percent predicted and gender in long-term studies were statistically important in predicting respiratory AE rates. Although these variables were statistically significant, the models' predictive abilities were low, with adjusted R(2)'s of 0.06 and 0.12 in the short- and long-term studies, respectively. Combining placebo-subject AE data recorded from multiple CF clinical trials yields better estimates of true rates of occurrence in the CF population. The tables published from this study can be used to assist those charged with safety monitoring in CF clinical trials.